
INTRODUCTION

The posterior parietal cortex (PPC) has
traditionally been considered to have a special role
in spatial functions. In monkeys, the PPC is viewed
as the target of the “dorsal” visual stream of cortical
pathways which originates in primary visual cortex
and projects to the parietal lobe. This dorsal system
is envisaged to have a critical role in visuospatial
perception (Ungerleider and Mishkin, 1982) or
visually-guided action (Milner and Goodale, 1995).
Both electrophysiological recording studies from
awake behaving monkeys (Colby and Goldberg,
1999; Andersen and Buneo, 2002) and
investigations of the effects of lesions to the PPC
(Faugier-Grimaud et al., 1985) leave little doubt that
the representation of space – for perception or
action – is an important function of this region.

In humans, too, lesions of the PPC have
classically given rise to several different types of
disorder that are classically associated with spatial
deficits. For example, patients with inferior parietal
lobe (IPL) damage (see Figure 1), particularly of
the right hemisphere, often encounter difficulty in
appreciating the spatial relationships of items in the
visual scene (Paterson and Zangwill, 1944). When
asked to copy complex drawings or models, they
appear to perceive local details but cannot
synthesize them correctly to produce a veridical
copy, thereby demonstrating constructional apraxia.
Other parietal patients, particularly those with
superior parietal lobe (SPL) or intraparietal sulcus
(IPS) involvement, demonstrate disorders of
visually-guided movement, often misreaching to

targets in the visual periphery, so-called optic
ataxia (Perenin and Vighetto, 1988). More recently,
functional imaging has also appeared to support the
view that in humans, just as in monkeys, the PPC
has a privileged role in visuospatial functions.
Directing visual attention to points in space
(without making eye movements) has consistently
been associated with SPL and/or IPS activation
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Fig. 1 – Right hemisphere regions of the human brain. The
inferior parietal lobe (IPL) consists of the angular gyrus (ANG)
and the supramarginal gyrus (SMG) and a border zone with
temporal lobe which is termed the temporo-parietal junction (TPJ).
The superior parietal lobe (SPL) is separated from the IPL by the
intraparietal sulcus (IPS). Also marked are the middle frontal
gyrus (MFG) and the inferior frontal gyrus (IFG), as well as the
superior temporal gyrus (STG) region implicated by Karnath et al.
(2001) in neglect.



(Corbetta and Shulman, 2002; Vandenberghe et al.,
2001), while directing eye or limb movements to
spatial targets activates similar or nearby dorsal
parietal regions in the healthy human brain (Luna
et al., 1998; Connolly et al., 2003).

Understandably, this large body of experimental
data from studies in humans and monkeys has
often been used as the framework with which to
consider the disorders of “attention” associated
with parietal damage in humans – neglect and
extinction (Pouget and Driver, 2000). In this
review, we consider the evidence for such a
proposal and argue that spatial functions may not
be sufficient to capture the role of the human PPC
or explain the deficits that follow damage to this
region.

DISORDERS OF “ATTENTION”

Perhaps the most devastating deficits of visual
perception and action are seen in the thankfully
rare cases of Balint’s syndrome observed after
bilateral posterior damage, including involvement
of the IPL (Balint, 1907; Husain and Stein, 1988;
Rafal, 2001). These patients suffer from profound
visuospatial disorientation, bumping into objects in
front of them, groping effortfully to reach items
and demonstrating impairments in directing gaze
accurately to visual targets (Holmes, 1918). But, in
addition to these spatial deficits, they appear to
suffer a non-spatial impairment, demonstrating a
severe limit in the capacity to process visual
information, regardless of the spatial location of
objects. Indeed, they may report seeing only one
item at a time, even when line drawings are
overlapped in one spatial location – so-called
simultanagnosia (Balint, 1907; Luria, 1959;
Humphreys et al., 1994). Finally, patients with
Balint’s syndrome appear to have a severely
constricted field of vision, neglecting items on both
sides of space. Such a bias towards local details
may be a prominent feature also of visual
perception in patients with unilateral neglect who
have damage only to the right hemisphere (Rafal,
1994; Robertson et al., 1988).

The neglect syndrome is one of the commonest
of disorders following unilateral damage to the IPL,
particularly of the right hemisphere, in humans
(Vallar and Perani, 1986). This classical localisation
has recently been contested by Karnath et al. (2001)
who proposed that the syndrome was due instead to
damage of the mid-superior temporal gyrus (STG;
Karnath et al., 2001, 2004). However, the results of
subsequent reports have demonstrated that lesions
of the angular gyrus of the IPL (Mort et al., 2003),
or parietal white matter (Doricchi and Tomaiuolo,
2003), are critically associated with the condition.

Patients with neglect often fail to be aware of
objects in contralesional space (left side for right
hemisphere patients), even when given unlimited
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time to explore their environment (Mesulam, 1999;
Bisiach and Vallar, 2000; Heilman and Watson,
2001; Parton et al., 2004). Neglect may occur in up
to two-thirds of right hemisphere stroke patients
acutely (Bowen et al., 1999). If it persists it is
associated with a poor prognosis for functional
independence (Denes et al., 1982; Jehkonen et al.,
2000; Cherney et al., 2001).

Importantly, neglect need not be associated with
any primary deficit in sensation (such as an
absolute loss of vision in a sector of the visual
field) or movement (such as hemiparesis).
Moreover, patients can be cued to direct their gaze
towards items in their neglected field, although
they soon revert to their ipsilesional bias (right side
for right hemipshere patients) unless reminded not
to do so. For these reasons, neglect has come to be
considered a disorder of “attention”, specifically of
spatial attention, with patients demonstrating a
pathological bias for ipsilesional items at the
expense of contralesional ones (Driver and
Vuilleumier, 2001).

Patients with extinction also appear to have a
disorder of spatial attention, although their
impairment is evident when only briefly presented
stimuli are used. These patients may fail to be
aware of a transient contralesional stimulus when
there is a simultaneous ipsilesional one (Driver et
al., 1997). Thus the contralesional object is said to
be “extinguished” from awareness when there is a
competing ipsilesional one. Like neglect, extinction
may occur in the absence of pure sensory or motor
loss. Interestingly, some patients show both
extinction and neglect, and several investigators
have argued that extinction-like phenomena play a
key part in the neglect syndrome.

Both neglect and extinction are clearly
characterised by spatially lateralised deficits, with
patients being worse in detecting contralesional
items compared to ipsilesional ones. Given the
large body of data of electrophysiological
demonstrating the association of monkey PPC with
spatial functions, it would seem natural to consider
that there are strong homologies between species.
Moreover, it might seem to follow that the spatially
lateralised attention deficits that occur in humans
after damage to the PPC are explained by the loss
of neurones performing spatial functions
homologous to those in monkey PPC.

MONKEY AND HUMAN PARIETAL CORTEX

ARE NOT THE SAME

But there are several reasons why we should
question such an assumption and entertain, instead,
the possibility that human parietal cortex may be
different from monkey PPC. First, although
unilateral lesions of the monkey PPC lead to
extinction, they do not lead to severe neglect
(Milner, 1997).



Moreover, when observed, neglect-like symptoms
in monkeys usually recover quickly. Even with
massive infarction in the territory of the middle
cerebral artery, visual neglect has been documented
only as a slowing of responses to contralesional
stimuli rather than an absolute failure to find such
stimuli (Marshall et al., 2000). Second, the PPC in
humans is massive compared to its counterpart in
monkeys. The IPL in humans, consisting of the
angular (ANG) and supramarginal gyrus (SMG) and
the temporoparietal junction (TPJ), is a huge
convoluted region (Figure 1). Like other areas of
association cortex, such as the prefrontal region, it
seems to be greatly expanded in humans compared
to monkeys. Indeed, Brodmann considered the IPL
in humans to be a new cytoarchitectonic region
(Zilles and Palomero-Gallagher, 2001). Although
this probably is over-stating the case, it certainly
seems that there has been a massive enlargement of
this region in the human brain (Holloway, 1996;
Preuss, 2004), and we cannot assume that it has
identical functions to the IPL in monkey. In fact, it is
possible that it has specialized or greatly expanded
its role in certain functions that are absent or perhaps
less prominent in monkey IPL. One important
feature of the human IPL is that it appears to play a
role in tasks that are non-spatial, or tasks that are not
necessarily spatially lateralised (Husain and Rorden,
2003).

WHAT DOES THE RIGHT IPL DO?

As mentioned previously, several functional
imaging studies have suggested a critical role for
the SPL and/or regions around the IPS in directing
spatial shifts of attention. But what does the IPL
do? Functional imaging studies, using positron
emission tomography (PET) or functional magnetic
resonance imaging (fMRI), in healthy individuals
have consistently identified locations in the right
IPL, as well as right mid-frontal region, in
sustained attention tasks that do not require spatial
shifts of attention (Pardo et al., 1991; Hager et al.,
1998; Sturm and Willmes, 2001; Johannsen et al.,
1997; Vandenberghe et al., 2001; Adler et al., 2001;
Manly et al., 2003). Moreover, lesions of these
regions (in patients who do not have neglect) lead
to impairments on tests of sustained attention, e.g.,
counting non-lateralised monotonous auditory
tones, detecting a visual target at the centre of a
screen or detecting tactile stimuli presented to
either hand (Rueckart and Grafman, 1998; Wilkins
et al., 1987; Rueckart and Grafman, 1996). These
findings strongly suggest a role for the right IPL,
and right prefrontal cortex, in maintaining attention.

In addition, both functional imaging and lesion
studies have implicated the TPJ region of the IPL
in encoding the salience of visual items (Husain
and Rorden, 2003). A task that has often been used
is the “oddball” paradigm. Typically, a sequence of
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standard stimuli is presented over time. Embedded
in this stream are infrequent target stimuli, familiar
non-targets or novel non-target deviant stimuli.
ERP studies reveal a consistent posterior P3 or
P300 positive waveform ~ 400 msec after either
targets or novel non-targets, but not after familiar
non-targets. Thus the P3 might be a marker of
salient stimuli that draw attention, regardless of
whether the stimulus is a target or a novel non-
target; although some investigators distinguish
between an early P3a component in response to
novelty and a later P3b wave evoked by targets
(Knight et al., 1989).

Unilateral lesions of the TPJ eliminate both P3a
and P3b components, indicating that this region
might be at least one critical site for their
generation (Knight et al., 1989). Functional
imaging studies have corroborated this hypothesis,
demonstrating TPJ, as well as inferior frontal,
activation predominantly in the right hemisphere
(Downar et al., 2001, 2002; Clark et al., 2000;
Marois et al., 2000; Braver et al., 2001; Linden et
al., 1999). Lesions of the right TPJ also appear to
be associated with a bias towards local features in
the visual scene (Robertson et al., 1988), which
may represent a milder form of the generalised
constriction of the effective field of vision seen in
Balint’s syndrome (Balint, 1907).

More dorsally, around the region of the IPS,
there is evidence for a role of the parietal cortex in
selective attention tasks that also do not require
spatial shifts of attention, e.g., attentional blink
paradigm (Husain and Rorden, 2003). As might be
anticipated from the functional imaging studies of
spatial attention, lesions in the SPL do not lead to
impairments on such non-spatial selective attention
tasks (Shapiro et al., 2002). By contrast, deficits on
the attentional blink task have been demonstrated
in patients with lesions affecting more ventral
regions of the PPC (Shapiro et al., 2002). A deficit
in the capacity of the visual system in both left and
right fields (i.e., a non-spatially lateralized
impairment) has also been reported in patients with
IPL lesions (Duncan et al., 1999). Furthermore,
right posterior damage leads to impairments in
perception of overlapping figures (De Renzi et al.,
1969), reminiscent of the more severe perceptual
deficit of simultanagnosia observed in patients with
Balint’s syndrome who have bilateral parietal
damage (Rafal, 2001).

Finally, regions within or near the IPS are also
activated by double- or triple-step saccade tasks
that require subjects to keep track of the locations
of visual targets across saccades (Heide et al.,
2001; Tobler et al., 2001). Lesions to this area also
impair performance on such saccade tasks
(Duhamel et al., 1992; Heide et al., 1995), and may
be due to a disorder of remapping visual locations
across saccades (Sapir et al., 2004). Such a deficit
may also play a critical role in the visual
disorientation reported in Balint’s syndrome



patients with bilateral parietal damage (Holmes,
1918), or the less severe deficit of constructional
apraxia following unilateral parietal damage
(Paterson and Zangwill, 1944).

NON-SPATIAL AND NON-SPATIALLY LATERALISED

DEFICITS IN NEGLECT

All the human lesion data discussed above
comes from studies of patients who do not
necessarily have neglect. Thus deficits in sustained
attention, detecting salience, selective non-spatial
attention and keeping track of visual locations
across saccades occur independently of the full-
blown neglect syndrome, and are clearly dissociable
from it. However, similar deficits have also been
identified in patients with neglect (Robertson, 2001;
Husain and Rorden, 2003). For example, neglect
patients have a more profound and prolonged
attentional blink than healthy age-matched controls
(Husain et al., 1997). Their ability to detect a visual
target may be impaired for 1200 msec if their visual
system is already engaged in processing the identity
of another stimulus, suggesting a severe capacity
limit even on this non-spatial task. In many ways,
such a deficit is also reminiscent of
simultanagnosia, the more severe perceptual deficit
observed in patients with Balint’s syndrome (Rafal,
2001). The deficit in neglect appears not to be so
profound, but nonetheless is apparent when probed
using the attentional blink paradigm.

Moreover, the impairment observed on the
attentional blink correlates with the severity of
neglect. Thus when such a deficit in non-spatial
visual capacity is combined with a spatially
lateralised bias, it seems effectively to exacerbate
the spatial bias, perhaps by keeping visual search
longer on items on the right and reducing the
likelihood of it moving on to items to the left. A
disorder of disengaging attention from right-sided
locations may play a similar role (Friedrich et al.,
1998).

Robertson et al. (1997) also found that neglect
patients performed significantly worse on a task of
sustained attention than stroke patients without
neglect. Moreover, there was also a strong
correlation between neglect severity and degree of
impairment on their non-spatially lateralised
sustained attention task. The deficit in sustained
attention was an independent predictor of
performance on clinical measures of visual neglect,
such as cancellation. Other studies have shown that
patients with persistent spatial neglect continue to
be impaired on sustained attention tasks
(Samuelsson et al., 1998; Hjaltason et al., 1996;
Maguire and Ogden, 2002), whereas patients who
recover from neglect show improvements in
sustained attention (Samuelsson et al., 1998).
Finally, non-spatially lateralized alerting tones have
been shown to reduce the spatial bias in neglect
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patients (Robertson et al., 1998).
Recent investigations on the eye movements of

neglect patients performing visual search (Figure 2)
has revealed that some of them repeatedly return to
re-examine rightward targets they have already
found (Husain et al., 2001; Mannan et al., 2005;
Sprenger et al., 2002). Although the relative
perceived salience of items to the right, compared to
those on the left, might be one explanation for such
behaviour, it does not appear to be sufficient.
Erasing targets on the right, rather than leaving
visible cancellation marks, leads to improved
leftward search, but patients still continue to
demonstrate neglect of stimuli to their far left (Mark
et al., 1988). Thus getting rid of salient items to the
right does not restore normal search. Furthermore,
patients show more neglect on “invisible”
cancellation tasks (where no marks are left on found
targets) than on standard cancellation. Yet on the
latter, salient cancellation marks are made to the
right of the array and, if anything, would be
expected to attract attention rightwards even more
than on unaltered invisible cancellation displays
(Wojciulik et al., 2001; Driver and Husain, 2002).
For these reasons, it has been proposed that a failure
to keep track of object locations across saccadic eye
movements might be an important independent
contributing factor in some patients. To examine this
issue, a paradigm to probe memory for previously
inspected spatial locations during visual search has
been used (Husain et al., 2001). Subjects’ eye
movements were recorded while they attempted to
find targets among distractors on a multi-target
search task (Figure 2). They were asked to click on a
response button only when they found a new target.
Using this system, it has been confirmed that many
neglect patients refixate targets they have previously
found (Husain et al., 2002; Sprenger et al., 2002).
Critically, analysis of the click responses shows also
that many neglect patients mistake targets they have

Fig. 2 – The scanpath of patient with right IPL damage
searching for Ts among L distractors. Note neglect of the left
side of the array as well as refixations on items to the right
(Husain et al., 2001).



previously found for new discoveries, indicating that
they do not remember having inspected them. Note
that this impairment, on the ipsilesional or
supposedly “good” side of space for these patients,
when combined with a rightward spatial bias
(Smania et al., 1998) and a bias towards local
features in the visual scene (Robertson et al., 1988;
Rafal, 1994), effectively reduces their likelihood of
directing search leftwards (Figure 3).
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The deficit in keeping track of spatial locations
across saccades also raises an important conceptual
issue. Clearly this deficit is spatial in nature, but
importantly, in principle it need not be spatially
lateralised (i.e., worse towards one side of space)
to contribute to neglect. Indeed, recent work
demonstrates that neglect patients are worse than
control stroke patients even on spatial working
memory tasks where the locations to-be-
remembered are all presented on a vertical array,
i.e., are non-spatially lateralised (Malhotra et al.,
2005). Thus spatial deficits that are non-lateralised
(e.g., in keeping track of visual locations across
saccades), as well as non-spatial deficits (in
sustained attention, selective attention and salience
encoding) might potentially contribute to the
neglect syndrome (Husain and Rorden, 2003).

ASSOCIATIONS ARE IMPORTANT

It is worth emphasizing again that all these
deficits are dissociable from neglect and may occur
independently. But when combined with a spatially
lateralised bias (Smania et al., 1998), they would
effectively exacerbate neglect. A spatially lateralised
bias could explain the deficit in extinction (Driver et
al., 1997), or even why neglect patients commence
searching a display from the ipsilesional side
(Azouvi et al., 2002). But on its own it does not seem
easily to explain why such patients fail to find targets
on their contralesional side, when given unlimited
time (Driver and Husain, 2002). Indeed, a recent
study has shown that spatial biases may exist in
patients without neglect (Mattingley et al., 2004).
Invoking impaired representations of contralesional
space or difficulties in directing saccades
contralesionally as explanatory accounts seems
unsatisfactory. Of course, one would not expect an
individual to search that part of contralesional space
they fail to represent. But right-hemisphere neglect
patients who do not search towards the left of
cluttered cancellation tests nevertheless find the
same items to the left if they are presented
individually in uncluttered displays, so objects in that
part of space can be represented by these patients
(Eglin et al., 1989; Husain et al., 2001). Although a
directional motor deficit can lead to prolonged
reaction times for leftward movements, patients can
nevertheless make movements to the left (Figure 2).
Indeed, they make just as many leftward as rightward
saccades on visual search tasks (Niemeier and
Karnath, 2000; Husain et al., 2001). So this account
also fails to offer a satisfactory explanation of why
they do not eventually find targets to the left.
However, if a spatially lateralised bias (Smania et
al., 1998; Mattingley et al., 2004) which initially
directed visual search ipsilesionally were combined
with a bias towards local features, impairments in
sustained attention, selective attention, salience
encoding or keeping track of visual locations across

Fig. 3 – Schematic diagram showing an early (spatially
lateralised) rightward orienting bias of a constricted focus of
attention when viewing a scene, e.g., a search display (A).
Subsequent re-orienting of attention and gaze may shift leftward
(B), but visual processing gets tied down to the right (C) because
of non-spatially lateralised deficits combining with the spatially
lateralised bias. Note that simply increased salience of rightward
items appears insufficient to explain this behaviour (see text).

A

B

C



saccades, patients would effectively be kept
searching towards their ipsilesional side at the
expense of items towards their contralesional side
(Figure 3). Thus associations of component deficit
are potentially very important in determining the
nature of the functional deficit in neglect (Husain
and Rorden, 2003). Moreover, this general model
raises the possibility that different neglect patients
suffer different combinations of component deficit.
With this perspective, it is easy to see why the
neglect syndrome might be an extremely
heterogeneous condition, and why it has proven so
difficult to provide a straightforward unifying
account of the disorder.

CONCEPTUALISING THE NEGLECT SYNDROME

A major focus of research interest in neglect
has been the nature of the neglected side of space,
e.g., in terms of its lack of representation within
parietal cortex (Bisiach, 1993) or implicit
processing of visual stimuli in neglected space
(Berti, 2002). Whatever the perspective, the tacit
assumption has been that the contralesional
neglected side is the “bad” (impaired processing
side) of space while the ipsilesional side is the
“good” – and presumably unimpaired – side.
Indeed, some investigators have provided evidence
in favour of the view that there is hyperattention
towards ipsilesional items, at the cost of those on
the contralesional side (De Renzi et al., 1989;
D’Erme et al., 1992; Ladavas et al., 1990).

The alternative perspective that we offer here
(based on the findings reviewed in the previous
sections) is to consider the possibility that visual
processing is actually impaired both at fixation and
on the ipsilesional side in patients with neglect (see
also Russell et al., 2004). If there is an early
ipsilesional (spatially lateralised) orienting bias, as
we know exists in neglect (De Renzi et al., 1989;
D’Erme et al., 1992; Ladavas et al., 1990), non-
spatially lateralised impairments would lead to
patients’ attention being tied up on the ipsilesional
side (Figure 3). Hence their neglect of
contralesional space. Moreover, the greater the
clutter in the ipsilesional scene (e.g., greater the
number of targets or distractors in search tasks),
the greater the severity of neglect (Eglin et al.,
1989; Kaplan et al., 1991; Husain et al., 2001;
Husain and Kennard, 1997). Although some of the
effects of such ipsilesional “clutter” may be due to
the relative salience of ipsilesional items this
cannot be the full explanation, as we have argued.

What does the early spatially lateralised orienting
bias consist of? What are the cognitive mechanisms
underlying it? These questions have yet to be fully
answered but we would argue that such biases may
also occur in patients with unilateral brain damage
without neglect (Mattingley et al., 2004). Certainly,
they exist in patients with extinction (Smania et al.,
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1998) who show spatially lateralised deficits when
bilateral stimuli are presented simultaneously but not
when extensive free viewing is permitted. For
neglect to occur we consider it important to invoke
the non-spatially lateralised impairments we have
discussed in this review which maintain patients’
attention towards their ipsilesional side.

DISTINGUISHING SPATIALLY LATERALISED

FROM SPATIAL

These considerations suggest to us that it is
important to make a distinction between spatially
lateralised deficits (those that are worse towards
one side of space) and spatial ones (those that lead
to impairments in spatial coding for perception or
action). In principle, we would suggest, spatially
lateralised deficits might represent disorders that
are nothing to do with representing space per se.
For example, consider patients who, following
focal unilateral occipito-temporal damage, show
achromatopsia in the contralesional hemifield
(Zeki, 1990). Although their behavioural deficit is
spatially lateralised, it is a disorder of colour
perception that presumably is not secondary to
impaired space perception. Conversely, it is
possible to have a deficit in spatial functions that
need not be spatially lateralised. For example,
many patients with constructional apraxia appear to
have difficulties in both contra- and ipsi-lesional
space. Similarly, patients without neglect may have
spatial working memory deficits for items on either
side of space. Thus, it is important to distinguish
spatially lateralised from spatial deficits, and, as we
have argued here, a syndrome such as neglect,
although spatially lateralised, may consist of both
non-spatial and spatial components.

Research into the normal functions of the
human PPC has tended to be dominated by a
spatial perspective, particularly because of the
ostensibly “spatial” deficits observed following
damage to this area. However, careful analysis of
the existing data – from functional imaging and
patient studies – demonstrates that such a view
may be erroneous. As we have seen, parts of the
human IPL clearly have non-spatial functions. A
better understanding of the normal functions of the
PPC, and the syndromes that follow damage to it,
is likely to follow from investigations of both the
spatial and non-spatial functions of this region.
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